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Abstract28

At present, satellite-derived precipitation estimates have been widely used as a supplement29

for the real precipitation observation. Detailed evaluations of a satellite precipitation estimate30

are the prerequisite for using it effectively. Based on the daily precipitation observation from31

91 rain gauges throughout Thailand during a 15-yr period, this study evaluated the32

performances of daily precipitation data of CMORPH and TRMM (3B42 version 7) in an33

interpolating-grid-points-into-stations manner. This filled in the deficiencies of the current34

evaluations of TRMM-3B42v7's performances over Thailand, made the first evaluation of35

CMORPH in this region, and showed the first report of relative performances of two datasets.36

For the entire Thailand, a total of 35 factors (including precipitation intensity, spatial37

distribution pattern, duration/interval) was used in the evaluation. It is found that only 12 of38

them (including annual and monthly variations of precipitation, conditional rain rate in rainy39

season, rainfall interval in entire year, non-precipitation days, etc.) were reproduced credibly40

(i.e., relative error was less than 20%) by the two datasets. Both TRMM-3B42v7 and41

CMORPH displayed similarly poor performances in representing intensity and spatial42

distribution of extreme precipitation. Comparisons based on the 35 factors indicate that43

TRMM-3B42v7 displayed a better overall performance than CMORPH for the entire44

Thailand.45

For each region of Thailand, CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7 showed different performances in46

different regions (a total of 19 factors was used). The CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7 data made47

credible estimates over all five regions of Thailand in terms of daily precipitation intensity48
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and monthly variation of precipitation, whereas, in terms of precipitation day fraction,49

conditional rain rate during dry season, and interval/duration of rainfall events during the50

rainy season, it showed notable errors in all regions. Overall, TRMM-3B42v7 exhibited51

superior performances to CMORPH for the North, Northeast, East, and South of Thailand,52

whereas, CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 displayed similar performances for the Central53

Thailand.54

Keywords: TRMM-3B42v7; CMORPH; Precipitation evaluation; Thailand55
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1. Introduction56

Thailand is situated on the Indochinese Peninsula and Malay Peninsula (Fig. 1), which is57

adjacent to the South China Sea in the east and the Indian Ocean in the west. It has a notable58

tropical monsoon climate, that features a high temperature throughout the year. Overall, the59

annual precipitation increases from north to south (Fig. 1): North, Northeast and Central60

Thailand mainly experience an annual precipitation of below 2000 mm, whereas, that of East61

and South Thailand is mainly above 2000 mm, with 2 stations exceeding 4000 mm. Strong62

precipitation primarily appears from May to September, during which the southwest monsoon63

is active over Thailand (Chokngamwong and Chiu, 2008).64

According to statistics, Thailand is the largest producer and exporters of rice in the world65

(John 2013; Promchote et al. 2016), and thus it plays an important role in ensuring the global66

food security. As the rice yield is heavily dependent on precipitation, for years, great efforts67

had been made to further the understanding of precipitation features over Thailand. Thus far,68

most of the related studies were conducted by using the rain gauge (RG) observed69

precipitation (Cheong et al. 2018; Manomaiphiboon et al. 2013; Torsri et al. 2013; Tangang et70

al. 2019). However, since the RG observed precipitation data is notably limited by the spatial71

distribution and density of the ground observation stations (Huang et al. 2016; Morrissey et al.72

1995), key features of the precipitation over Thailand remains to be further deepened. With73

the development of satellite remote sensing, the satellite-derived precipitation estimates with74

high spatial and temporal resolution became an effective supplement for the RG-based75

precipitation (Huang et al. 2016; Schulz et al. 2009). Nevertheless, all satellite precipitation76

data is associated with uncertainties related to its detection mode and retrieval algorithms,77
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which notably reduce their accuracy (Nair et al. 2009). Therefore, before using a type of78

satellite precipitation data for a specific research or application, it is necessary to first know79

its advantages and limitations. This means that a detailed evaluation of the satellite80

precipitation data is of paramount importance. Moreover, the evaluation is also a prerequisite81

for improving the retrieval algorithms of satellites (Belete et al. 2020; Kidd et al. 2012; Xu et82

al. 2017).83

Previous studies had evaluated several aspects of the satellite precipitation data over84

Thailand. For instance, Chokngamwong and Chiu (2008) used a 10-yr RG-observed daily85

precipitation data over Thailand to evaluate the daily satellite precipitation data from the86

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; 3B42v5 and 3B42v6) (Huffman et al. 2007).87

The authors found that the satellite precipitation data mainly overestimated the rainfall events’88

duration. Veerakachen et al. (2014) evaluated the performance of Global Satellite Mapping of89

Precipitation (GSMaP) products over the Chaophraya River basin of Thailand and found that90

GSMap_NRT (Near Real Time) data underestimated the rain rate. Li et al. (2019) evaluated91

the TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation data over the Mun-chi River Basin in Thailand and found92

that the data was capable of monitoring the night-day rainfall diurnal cycle in this region and93

it could provide useful near real-time flood information for risk management. Kim et al. (2019)94

compared RG-based, satellite-based, and reanalysis-based precipitation data over a 10-yr95

period. They found that the three types of datasets showed notable differences in displaying96

precipitation extremes over the Southeast Asia including Thailand.97

As mentioned above, previous studies had demonstrated that the TRMM precipitation data98

can provide credible estimates of the real precipitation over Thailand in some aspects.99
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However, these studies had not evaluated performances of the TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation100

data in representing regional precipitation trends and monthly to yearly precipitation features101

over Thailand. These are crucial for obtaining a comprehensive understanding of the102

precipitation over Thailand. Currently, there is another type of widely used satellite103

precipitation data, namely, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Climate104

Prediction Centre (NOAA/CPC) morphing technique (CMORPH) precipitation data (Joyce et105

al. 2004). This dataset had been found to be effective for representing key features of106

precipitation in numerous regions (Babaousmail et al. 2019; Chua et al. 2020; Soo et al. 2020;107

Villanueva et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2020). However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies108

had yet evaluated the performance of CMORPH over Thailand, nor had any studies compared109

the performances of TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH over Thailand. In an effort to fill this110

research gap, the goal of the present study was to conduct a detailed comparative evaluation111

of the performances of TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH over Thailand during a 15-yr period112

(longer than the periods used in most similar studies). Multiple aspects (including regional,113

seasonal, and monthly and daily precipitation features, etc.) were evaluated in this study to114

provide a reliable reference for future studies and policy makers.115

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data116

and methods, Sections 3–6 present the evaluated precipitation intensity, spatial distribution117

pattern, duration/interval, and other features, and Section 7 provides the overall conclusions.118

2. Data and methods119

2.1. Dataset120

In this study, three types of data were used in total: (i) Daily precipitation data from RGs at121
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120 observational stations throughout Thailand, which were provided by the Thailand122

Meteorological Department (TMD). Upon verification, it was found that only 91 (Fig. 1) of123

the 120 stations provided a sufficiently complete (i.e., missing data does not exceed 5% of the124

total data amount) precipitation series from 1998 to 2012. These 91 stations were independent125

of the rain gauge data used in TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH precipitation estimates. (ii) The126

0.25°×0.25° TRMM-3B42v7 gridded daily precipitation product in the domain 50°N-50°S127

(Chen et al. 2013) from 1998 to 2012 provided by the National Aeronautics and Space128

Administration (NASA). This new version (v7) data fully utilizes various available detection129

data provided by the satellite sensors (including microwave TRMM Microwave Imager,130

TRMM Combined Instrument, Special Sensor Microwave Imager, etc.) and gauges to permit131

credible precipitation estimates (Huffman et al. 2007; Li et al. 2019). (iii) The 0.25°×0.25°132

CMORPH daily global precipitation product from 1998 to 2012, which was developed by the133

NOAA (Joyce et al. 2004). This data is generated by a Morphing technology, based on the134

passive microwave and infrared precipitation observation. At present, there are a total of three135

types of daily CMORPH precipitation data: (i) the raw, satellite only precipitation data; (ii)136

the bias corrected (CRT) precipitation data; and (iii) the gauge-satellite blended (BLD)137

precipitation data. In this study, the bias corrected (CRT) version was used, as it showed138

credible performances in various aspects139

(https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/cmorph-cpc-morphing-technique-high-resoluti140

on-precipitation-60s-60n).141

2.2. Methods142

There are five administrative districts of Thailand (with the 91 available observational143
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stations distributed unevenly within these regions): the northern, northeastern, central, eastern,144

and southern regions (Chokngamwong and Chiu 2008). From Fig. 1, it is clear that the145

geographic features of these regions are notably different from each other: (i) the northern146

region is mountainous, which has the highest altitude among all the five regions; (ii) the147

northeast region is mainly a plateau, which has the second highest altitude; (iii) the central148

region is mainly a plain, which has a low altitude; (iv) the eastern region faces the Gulf of149

Thailand on its southern side; and (v) the southern region is significantly different from the150

other four regions as it borders oceans on its both sides. Different geographic features will151

lead to different precipitation features, implying that each region needs a detailed analysis.152

To compare the RG observation with satellite precipitation, it is necessary to reform the153

three types of data to a same format. In order to minimize the uncertainties during the process154

of reformatting data, we interpolated the 0.25°×0.25° satellite data into the 91 stations using155

the bilinear interpolation method (Mastylo, 2013). This is because that the 91 stations are too156

sparse for generating a credible 0.25°×0.25° grided precipitation dataset over Thailand,157

whereas, the 0.25°×0.25°grided precipitation is of credibility to produce the station158

precipitation data at the 91 stations over Thailand. Key features of a rainfall event mainly159

contain three aspects: the intensity, the spatial distribution pattern and the duration. These160

were evaluated quantitatively using the methods described below.161

a. INTENSITY EVALUATION162

Intensity evaluation was conducted on different temporal scales including the 15-yr period,163

annual, seasonal (i.e., rainy and dry seasons), monthly and daily scales. The mean daily164

precipitation intensity at a particular station was defined as the accumulated precipitation at165
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that station divided by the total number of days during the 15-yr period. The conditional rain166

rate (CRR) for a station was defined as the temporal average of daily precipitation intensity167

for all of the days when the precipitation at that station was above 0 mm (Chokngamwong and168

Chiu 2008).169

The bias (BIAS), root-mean-square difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference170

(MAD) were used to evaluate the ability of TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH to represent the171

rainfall intensity at each station during the 15-yr period. These parameters were defined as172

follows:173

∑
i

iixn
)RG-(1BIAS  (1),174

∑ -
i

iixn
2)RG(1RMSD  (2),175

∑ -
i

iixn
RG1MAD  (3),176

For the case of 15-yr overall features of precipitation intensity evaluation, n is the total177

number of days (5479), xi is the daily satellite precipitation estimate, RGi is the RG178

observation for the station, and the subscript i denotes time. For the case of evaluating the179

15-yr precipitation linear trend, xi and RGi denote the 15-yr linear trends of precipitation at180

station i (subscript i denotes the station number, and n = 91) derived from satellite data and181

RG observation, respectively.182

b. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERN EVALUATION183

Skill measures including the false alarm rate (FAR) (Eq. (4)), probability of detection (POD)184

(Eq. (5)), and critical success index (CSI) (Eq. (6)) were calculated to evaluate the satellite185

precipitation data (Schaefer 1990). As shown in Table 1, Va and Vd denote the numbers of186

stations where the satellite data correctly estimated the situation of precipitation and187
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non-precipitation (without taking the precipitation intensity into consideration), respectively.188

Vb is the number of stations where the satellite data did not reproduce the real precipitation189

(i.e., it missed), and Vc represents the number of stations where the satellite incorrectly190

estimated a rainfall as precipitation did not occur (i.e., false alarm).191

ca

c

V+V
V

=FAR (4),192

ba

a

V+V
V

=POD (5),193

cba

a

V+V+V
V

=CSI (6),194

As documented by Schaefer (1990), the FAR represents the proportion of rainfall events195

estimated from the satellite data that are false alarms relative to all rainfall events derived196

from the data, the POD represents the proportion of rainfall events that are estimated correctly197

from the satellite data relative to all real rainfall events, and the CSI represents the proportion198

of rainfall events that are estimated correctly by the satellite data relative to all rainfall events.199

The difference between the POD and the CSI is mainly caused by false alarms (Vc in Table 1).200

Comprehensive analysis of the FAR, POD, and CSI can reveal the ability of satellite data to201

reproduce the spatial distribution patterns of real rainfall events (considering only202

precipitation and non-precipitation, without considering precipitation intensity).203

To consider the precipitation intensity while evaluating the performance of satellite data in204

reproducing the spatial distribution patterns of real rainfall events, spatial correlation between205

satellite data (CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7) and RG observation was calculated. The spatial206

correlation could be used to directly evaluate the spatial similarity between the satellite data207

and RG observations, and it was calculated as follows. First, we determined all the days208
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during which ≥10 stations (of the total 91 stations) had a daily precipitation exceeding 0 mm,209

and then for each selected day (4113 days of the total 5479 days) we calculated the correlation210

between the satellite data and RG observations for 91 stations.211

c. DURATION/INTERVAL EVALUATION212

The duration of a precipitation event at a station was defined as the number of consecutive213

days during which the precipitation at that station exceeded 0 mm. The interval of two214

adjacent precipitation events at a station was defined as the number of consecutive days215

between the two precipitation events during which there was no precipitation at that station.216

d. OTHER FEATURES217

How a precipitation dataset depends on its past is an important quality index218

(Chokngamwong and Chiu 2008). In this study, autocorrelation was used to evaluate this219

feature. The lower the autocorrelation is, the less likely the detection data is dependent on the220

possible regularity of the past detection data. Moreover, autocorrelation is also useful for221

assessing the stationarity of data, as a stationary data typically exhibits short-term222

autocorrelation (Yu et al. 2007). In this study, the autocorrelation was calculated as follows:223

2

[ ( , ) ( , )]-[ ][ ]( )
X

X s t X s t τ X Xρ τ
σ


 (7),224

where ρ(τ) represents the temporal autocorrelation coefficient when the temporal lag is τ (days;225

τ=1,…,20, ); X(s, t) is the precipitation intensity, with s representing a station and t denoting a226

time; [] indicates ensemble averaging over all spatial and temporal samples; and σX denotes227

the standard deviation of X.228

In order to judge whether the results derived from the satellite data were credible, the229

relative error (RE) was developed as the following shown:230
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RE = �satellite−�real
�real

(8),231

where Psatellite is a feature that is derived from the satellite precipitation data, and Preal is the232

same feature derived from the RG-observed precipitation. The RE indicates the percentage of233

the error relative to the real value. If the RE of a feature (e.g., precipitation intensity, duration,234

etc.) is less than 20%, it is regarded that the satellite data produces this feature credibly (for235

the spatial distribution pattern, “credibly” means FAR<0.2 and POD≥0.8), otherwise, it is236

uncredible.237

3. Precipitation intensity evaluation238

3.1. 15-yr overall features239

According to the RG observations, over the whole Thailand during the 15-yr period, the240

mean daily precipitation intensity was ~4.5 mm day−1 (Table 2), the mean CRR was ~12 mm241

day−1, and the precipitation day fraction (PDF; the number of precipitation days divided by242

the total number of days) was ~36%. Both CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 underestimated the243

mean CRR (with RE values of approximately −42% and −27%, respectively) and244

overestimated the PDF (with RE values of approximately 61% and 44%, respectively). The245

mean daily precipitation was underestimated by CMORPH and overestimated by246

TRMM-3B42v7 (with RE values of approximately −8% and 3%, respectively). Among the247

five regions, East and South Thailand had the highest mean daily precipitation intensity and248

CRR (Table 2). For these two regions, CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 displayed similar249

performances as those for the whole Thailand with respect to the mean CRR and PDF. The250

mean daily precipitation intensity was underestimated by both CMORPH and251

TRMM-3B42v7, with TRMM-3B42v7 exhibiting a smaller absolute RE value. For North and252
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Northeast Thailand, the performances of CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 were similar to those253

for the whole Thailand in all three aspects (Table 2). For Central Thailand, which had the254

lowest mean daily precipitation intensity, the performances of CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7255

were similar to those of the whole Thailand with respect to the mean CRR and PDF. However,256

both CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 overestimated the mean daily precipitation intensity. As257

discussed above, TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH afforded the most credible estimate for the258

mean daily precipitation intensity and the least credible estimate for the PDF. This was also259

evidenced in Section 3.5 as both types of satellite data did not satisfactorily reproduce the260

number of non-precipitation days. PDF also indicated that both satellite data overestimated261

the frequency of precipitation events, with TRMM-3B42v7 being closer to RG observations.262

Overall, compared to CMORPH, TRMM-3B42v7 exhibited superior performance, except for263

the mean daily precipitation intensity over Central Thailand (Table 2).264

Over the whole Thailand during the 15-yr period (5479 days), the BIAS values for265

CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 were −0.36 and 0.15 mm day−1, respectively (Table 3), which266

indicates that CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7 underestimated/overestimated the precipitation267

intensity. TRMM-3B42v7 displayed a better performance. This is consistent with the situation268

regarding the mean daily precipitation intensity (Table 2). In terms of MAD and RMSD,269

CMORPH exhibited better performance than TRMM-3B42v7 (Table 3). Among all five270

regions, in terms of the MAD and RMSD, the situations were similar to those for the whole271

Thailand, with CMORPH having better performance. However, with respect to the BIAS272

values, only North and Northeast Thailand showed similar situations to those for the whole273

Thailand. In contrast, CMORPH overestimated the precipitation intensity in Central Thailand274
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and TRMM-3B42v7 underestimated that in East and South Thailand. For both types of275

satellite precipitation, their MAD and RMSD were comparable to their mean daily276

precipitation intensity (Table 2), which means they showed obvious errors in representing the277

precipitation intensity. Overall, in terms of BIAS, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed a better278

performance than CMORPH (Table 3), whereas for MAD and RMSD, CMORPH was better.279

3.2. Annual precipitation evaluation280

The annual (accumulated) precipitation at each of the 91 available stations (Fig. 1) was281

calculated using the three types of precipitation data and then averaged for each region. The282

results are presented in Fig. 2. It was found that, for the whole Thailand, both CMORPH and283

TRMM-3B42v7 had captured the key variation features of the RG-observed precipitation (Fig.284

2a), as their respective correlation coefficients with the observed precipitation exceeded 0.98.285

TRMM-3B42v7 overestimated the annual precipitation with a mean RE of ~3% (Fig. 3a),286

whereas CMORPH underestimated the annual precipitation with a mean RE of ~8%. This287

indicates that both TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH perform well on providing relatively288

credible quantitative estimates of the annual precipitation over Thailand.289

Similar result characteristics to Figs. 2a and 3a were also observed for North and Northeast290

Thailand (Figs. 2c, 2e, 3c, and 3e), where both types of satellite data captured the key291

variation features and afforded relatively credible quantitative estimates of the annual292

precipitation, with TRMM-3B42v7 displaying better performance than CMORPH.293

For Central Thailand, both CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 reproduced the main annual294

precipitation variation features of the RG-observed precipitation, with TRMM-3B42v7295

affording a higher correlation coefficient (Fig. 2b). Both types of satellite data overestimated296
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the precipitation, with mean RE values of ~6% and ~18% for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7,297

respectively (Fig. 3b). This indicates that CMORPH afforded a much more credible298

quantitative estimate of the annual precipitation for this region.299

For South and East Thailand, TRMM-3B42v7 satisfactorily reproduced the key variation of300

real annual precipitation (both correlation coefficients were above 0.94), whereas CMORPH301

only captured the key variation for South Thailand with a correlation coefficient of ~0.94 (Fig.302

2d). Both types of satellite data underestimated the precipitation, with TRMM-3B42v7303

affording mean RE values of approximately −10% over East Thailand and −6% over South304

Thailand and CMORPH affording mean RE values of approximately −18% over East305

Thailand and −11% over South Thailand. Therefore, for South and East Thailand,306

TRMM-3B42v7 captured the key variation features and provided credible quantitative307

estimates of the annual precipitation. In contrast, CMORPH displayed relatively poor308

performance in terms of both variation features and intensity for East Thailand (Figs. 2f and309

3f), whereas its performance was credible for South Thailand (although inferior to that of310

TRMM-3B42v7).311

As described above, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance in reproducing the312

variation features of annual precipitation than CMORPH for all regions. TRMM-3B42v7313

provided a more credible annual precipitation estimate than CMORPH for all regions except314

Central Thailand.315

3.3. Monthly precipitation evaluation316

The monthly (accumulated) precipitation at each of the 91 available stations (Fig. 1) was317

averaged during the 15-yr period (from 1998 to 2012) using the three types of data. The318
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resulting monthly precipitation was then averaged within the different regions to reveal their319

respective overall characteristics. As shown in Fig. 4a, over the whole of Thailand, the320

monthly precipitation from May to October was much heavier than that in the other months.321

This is consistent with the onset and retreat of the Asian monsoon system and the322

displacement of the intertropical convergence zone rainband (Chokngamwong and Chiu 2008;323

Ding et al. 2018; Tangang et al. 2019). Both types of satellite precipitation data captured the324

key features of the monthly precipitation variation (Fig. 4a). However, TRMM-3B42v7325

overestimated the precipitation intensity from May to October with a mean RE of ~6% (Fig.326

5a), whereas in other months it mainly underestimated the precipitation intensity with a mean327

RE of approximately −10%. The types of major rain clouds in different seasons affect the328

performance of TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation estimate notably: studies have shown that the329

organized stratiform rain may cause TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) to overestimate330

precipitation, while deep-isolated rain may result in underestimation (Sekaranom and331

Masunaga 2018). Meanwhile, CMORPH underestimated the monthly precipitation in all 12332

months (Fig. 5a), particularly during the months with lighter precipitation (i.e., November to333

April) with a mean RE of approximately −14%, whereas in the other months it334

underestimated the monthly precipitation with a mean RE of approximately −7%. Therefore,335

both types of satellite data provided credible quantitative estimates of the monthly336

precipitation over the whole of Thailand, with TRMM-3B42v7 displaying better performance337

than CMORPH.338

Similar monthly precipitation variations to those for the whole Thailand were observed for339

Central, North, Northeast, and East Thailand (Figs. 4b, 4c, 4e, and 4f), where both types of340
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satellite data captured the main variation features of the real precipitation. However, the341

performances of CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 were different. For Central Thailand,342

TRMM-3B42v7 overestimated the precipitation from May to September with a mean RE of343

~11% (Fig. 5b), whereas in the other months it generally underestimated the precipitation344

with a mean RE of approximately −25%. Meanwhile, CMORPH overestimated the345

precipitation in March, April, May, June, July, August, September, and December with a mean346

RE of ~9% (Fig. 5b), whereas it underestimated the precipitation in other months with a mean347

RE of approximately −6%. Therefore, with respect to the monthly precipitation over Central348

Thailand, CMORPH showed better performance than TRMM-3B42v7. For North and349

Northeast Thailand, TRMM-3B42v7 overestimated the precipitation from March to October350

with a mean RE of ~7% (Figs. 5c and 5e), whereas it underestimated the precipitation in other351

months with mean RE values of approximately −12% in North Thailand and −5% in352

Northeast Thailand. Meanwhile, CMORPH mainly underestimated the precipitation for North353

and Northeast Thailand (except for December in Northeast Thailand) with a mean RE of354

approximately −12% for both regions (Figs. 5c and 5e). Therefore, for the monthly355

precipitation over North and Northeast Thailand, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better overall356

performance than CMORPH. For East Thailand, both types of satellite data underestimated357

the monthly precipitation (Fig. 5f). For the period from February to October, TRMM-3B42v7358

afforded a lower RE for each month than CMORPH, whereas in the other three months the359

RE values were smaller for CMORPH. Overall, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better360

performance than CMORPH for the monthly precipitation over East Thailand.361

South Thailand exhibited monthly precipitation variation features that were clearly different362
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to those for the whole Thailand (Figs. 4a and 4d), as it is situated in a notably different363

location compared with the other regions of Thailand (Fig. 1). For this region, heavier364

monthly precipitation was mainly found from May to December (Fig. 4d). Both types of365

satellite data captured the key variation features of the real precipitation (Fig. 4d). Both366

TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH mainly underestimated the monthly precipitation with the367

exception of TRMM-3B42v7 in April and July (Fig. 5d), with CMORPH exhibiting larger368

absolute RE values. This indicates that TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance than369

CMORPH for this region.370

3.4. Evaluation of rainy and dry seasons371

As discussed in Section 3.3, the rainy season (i.e., the months with considerably higher372

monthly precipitation than other months) occurred from May to October for Thailand as a373

whole, Central Thailand, and East Thailand (Fig. 4), from May to September for North and374

Northeast Thailand, and from May to December for South Thailand. For each region, the375

months other than those belonging to the rainy season were considered to constitute the dry376

season. The mean CRR values associated with daily precipitation intensity for the rainy and377

dry seasons of each region during the 15-yr period were calculated and are presented in Fig. 6.378

According to the RG observations, the mean CRR values for each region were highest in the379

rainy season and lowest in the dry season (Fig. 6a). However, the differences between the380

mean CRR values for the rainy and dry seasons were not noticeable (for Thailand as a whole,381

the difference was ~2 mm day−1), which indicates that the notable differences in the382

accumulated precipitation between the two seasons were mainly attributable to the383

precipitation frequency.384
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As shown in Figs. 6b and 6c, both types of satellite data underestimated the mean CRR385

values for all regions during the three periods (rainy season, dry season and entire year).386

These underestimates were more obvious for the dry season than for the rainy season.387

TRMM-3B42v7 exhibited superior performance in representing the mean CRR values for all388

regions and all three periods, particularly for the rainy season, as its percentages to the real389

mean CRR values were approximately 80% (Fig. 6c). Therefore, TRMM-3B42v7 performs390

well in providing relatively credible estimates of the mean CRR values during the rainy391

season for all regions. In contrast, CMORPH only reproduced ~60% of the real mean CRR392

values for all regions, which corresponds to notable underestimation.393

3.5. Daily precipitation evaluation394

Cumulative distribution functions can be used to describe the distribution features of395

precipitation intensity (Kolmogorov 1933; Smirnov 1948). The cumulative distribution396

functions of the daily precipitation data at the 91 stations during the 15-yr period (498,589397

samples for each dataset) are presented in Fig. 7. Percentages of zero precipitation samples to398

total samples were 64%, 42%, and 48% for the RG, CMORPH, and TRMM-3B42v7 data,399

respectively. This means that both types of satellite data underestimated the number of400

non-precipitation days by ~20%, which means that they did not satisfactorily reproduce the401

number of non-precipitation days. The TRMM-3B42v7 curve was always below the402

CMORPH curve when the rainfall exceeded 1 mm day−1, indicating that TRMM-3B42v7403

mainly showed a larger proportion of days with rainfall above 1 mm day−1. The CMORPH404

and RG curves intersected at ~10 mm day−1, which indicates that the proportion of days with405

daily precipitation above 10 mm was the same for RG and CMORPH (~13% of total rainfall406
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events). Similarly, the TRMM-3B42v7 and RG curves intersected at ~18 mm day−1, and thus407

the proportion of days with daily precipitation above 18 mm was the same for RG and408

TRMM-3B42v7 (~8% of total rainfall events).409

According to the precipitation intensity classification scheme of the Chinese410

Meteorological Administration, 0.1 mm ≤ daily precipitation < 10 mm is defined as light411

rainfall, 10 mm ≤ daily precipitation < 25 mm is defined as moderate rainfall, 25 mm ≤ daily412

precipitation < 50 mm is defined as heavy rainfall, and daily precipitation ≥ 50 mm is defined413

as torrential rainfall. From Fig. 7, it is clear that the proportion of days with a daily414

precipitation of <10 mm, which includes no rainfall and light rainfall, was similar for the415

three datasets (the proportions from CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 accounted for ~100% and416

~98% of that from RG). The proportion of days with moderate rainfall was overestimated by417

both types of satellite data, with CMORPH closer to RG than TRMM-3B42v7. For heavy418

rainfall, TRMM-3B42v7 was close to RG, whereas CMORPH afforded an underestimate. The419

proportion of days with torrential rainfall was underestimated by both types of satellite data,420

with TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH accounting for 66% and 57%, respectively, of the RG421

data. Overall, for non-precipitation days and light, heavy, and torrential rainfall,422

TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance, whereas CMORPH was superior for moderate423

rainfall.424

3.6. Evaluation of extreme rainfall and different temporal scales425

As discussed in Section 3.5, both types of satellite data notably underestimated the426

proportion of torrential rainfall events. In terms of extreme precipitation (first 5% in the427

ranking of precipitation intensity based on total samples at the 91 stations, i.e., precipitation428
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above the 95th percentile), both types of satellite data considerably underestimated the429

intensity (Fig. 8). TRMM-3B42v7 only reproduced the intensity of 25% of these torrential430

rainfall events to above 75% of the real precipitation intensity. Among these, some events431

were overestimated by up to six times. For ~50% of the torrential rainfall events,432

TRMM-3B42v7 only reproduced their intensity to below 41%. Compared to TRMM-3B42v7,433

CMORPH displayed even worse performance, as it only reproduced the intensity of 25% of434

the torrential rainfall events to above 70% (some events were overestimated by up to six435

times), while for ~50% of the torrential rainfall events it only reproduced their intensity to436

below 37%.437

As 5- and 10-d averaged rain rates are useful for meteorology, agriculture, and hydrology438

(Chokngamwong and Chiu 2008), we calculated the linear correlation coefficients between439

the running means of the RG and satellite data (CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7) for all 91 stations440

and then calculated their average over the whole of Thailand. From Fig. 9, it can be seen that,441

from the daily to monthly (30 days) scale, the correlations between both type of satellite data442

and the RG precipitation data increased. This indicates that the performance improved with443

increasing temporal scale for both types of satellite data. With respect to the daily444

precipitation, both types of satellite data exhibited almost the same correlation coefficient of445

~0.55. For the 5-d precipitation, the correlation coefficients for CMORPH and446

TRMM-3B42v7 were ~0.7 and ~0.72, respectively, while for the 10-d precipitation, the447

correlation coefficients for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 were ~0.77 and ~0.79,448

respectively. For the monthly precipitation, the correlation coefficients for CMORPH and449

TRMM-3B42v7 were ~0.86 and ~0.89, respectively. Therefore, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed450
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slightly better performance than CMORPH and both types of satellite data afforded credible451

estimates for temporal scales of 10 d or longer.452

4. Evaluation of precipitation spatial distribution patterns over Thailand453

4.1. 15-yr overall features454

As shown in Table 4, over the entire year, the POD and FAR values for both types of455

satellite data were ≥0.88 and ≥0.39, respectively, which indicates a low missing rate and456

notable false alarm rate in both cases. The CSI values for both types of satellite data were457

comparable at ≥0.55, which indicates a similar performance in reproducing the real spatial458

distribution patterns of real rainfall events only considering precipitation and459

non-precipitation. The POD value for CMORPH was higher than that for TRMM-3B42v7460

(Table 4), whereas the CSI value was lower, which indicates that CMORPH had a lower461

missing rate in reproducing the real precipitation but also a higher false alarm rate compared462

to TRMM-3B42v7. This was further confirmed by the higher FAR of CMORPH.463

In consideration of the precipitation intensity, the spatial correlation between the satellite464

data and RG observations was calculated. The results are presented in Fig. 10. In this figure,465

the top and bottom boundaries of the blue boxes represent the 75th and 25th percentiles,466

respectively, where the spatial correlation coefficients above the 25th percentiles are467

statistically significant above the 99% confidence level. As shown in Fig. 10, the whiskers for468

both types of satellite data revealed similar ranges, the median values were the same, and the469

75th/25th percentiles were close to each other. These results indicate that there was no470

significant difference between CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 in representing the spatial471

distribution pattern of real rainfall events. Furthermore, for both types of satellite data, over472
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50% of the spatial correlation coefficients were below 0.47 (i.e., 47% similarity), which473

indicates that both CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 gave notable errors in representing the474

spatial distribution patterns of real precipitation events.475

4.2. Evaluation of different temporal scales476

On the seasonal scale, in four seasons (winter, spring, summer and autumn), both types of477

satellite data afforded similar CSI values (Table 4), whereas the POD and FAR values were478

larger for CMORPH. This indicates that both types of satellite data displayed similar479

performance in reproducing the spatial distribution patterns of real rainfall events; however,480

compared to TRMM-3B42v7, CMORPH had a lower missing rate but also a higher false481

alarm rate. In addition, both types of satellite data exhibited better performance from March to482

November than in December, January, and February.483

For daily to monthly temporal scales, the variation features of the484

CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7 CSI curves (Fig. 11) were similar to those shown in Fig. 9, i.e.,485

both types of satellite data exhibited better performance for longer temporal scales. However,486

in contrast to the situation depicted in Fig. 9, the CSI values for CMORPH and487

TRMM-3B42v7 were close to each other (Fig. 11), i.e., approximately 0.56 for daily488

precipitation, ~0.79 for 5-d precipitation, ~0.85 for 10-d precipitation, and ~0.92 for monthly489

precipitation.490

Comparison of Figs. 9 and 11 revealed that both types of satellite data exhibited better491

performance in reproducing the spatial distribution patterns of rainfall over Thailand than in492

reproducing its intensity features. Overall, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance in493

reproducing the intensity of multi-temporal scale rainfall, whereas the ability to reproduce494
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spatial features was similar for both types of satellite data. For temporal scales of 10 d or495

longer, both types of satellite data provided credible estimates of the spatial distribution496

pattern and intensity of precipitation.497

4.3. Evaluation for different precipitation intensities498

For both types of satellite data, the POD and CSI values decreased rapidly as the499

precipitation intensity increased from 0 to 10 mm day−1 (the precipitation intensity thresholds500

were applied to the gauges), moderately as it increased from 10 to 20 mm day−1, and slowly as501

it increased from 20 to 30 mm day−1 (Fig. 12). The situations of FAR was similar to those of502

POD and CSI, whereas the trend was upward. The POD and CSI values for both types of503

satellite data decreased with increasing precipitation intensity, which indicates that the ability504

to reproduce the spatial distribution patterns of rainfall became weaker as the precipitation505

intensity increased. The POD and CSI curves for TRMM-3B42v7 were generally higher than506

those for CMORPH, which indicates that TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance than507

CMORPH. However, Table 4 also shows that CMORPH displayed a higher POD than508

TRMM-3B42v7 over all seasons. This apparent discrepancy between Fig. 12 and Table 4 can509

be attributed to the fact that CMORPH displayed a higher POD when the precipitation510

intensity was less than 1 mm day−1, which accounted for a large proportion of all rainfall511

intensities (Fig. 7).512

For both types of satellite data, the FAR increased with increasing precipitation intensity513

(Fig. 12). This indicates that the number of false alarms increased as the rainfall intensity514

increased, i.e., the performance became worse for both types of satellite data. The FAR curve515

for CMORPH was higher than that for TRMM-3B42v7, which indicates that TRMM-3B42v7516
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displayed better performance than CMORPH. This is consistent with the results shown in517

Table 4.518

5. Duration and interval evaluation519

As discussed in Section 3.3, the performance of the satellite data varied both seasonally and520

regionally. In this section, we focus on the ability of CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 to521

reproduce the duration and interval of precipitation events within each region during the rainy522

and dry seasons. The mean duration and interval for each region in its respective rainy and dry523

seasons during the 15-yr period were calculated as shown in Fig. 13.524

According to the RG observations, over the whole of Thailand, the mean interval of rainfall525

events was ~5 d during the entire year (Fig. 13a), ~2.5 d during the rainy season, and ~11 d526

during the dry season. All of the individual regions showed similar features, with the527

exception of South Thailand owing to its notably different rainy season. Both types of satellite528

data underestimated the mean interval for all regions, with the estimates for the entire year529

and the rainy season accounting for over 70% of the RG values (Figs. 13c and 13e). With530

respect to the mean interval during the entire year, CMORPH displayed better performance531

for Thailand as a whole and North, Northeast, and Central Thailand, whereas it displayed532

worse performance for East and South Thailand. With respect to the mean interval during the533

rainy season, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better performance than CMORPH for regions. With534

respect to the mean interval during the dry season, CMORPH exhibited superior performance535

for North and Northeast Thailand and inferior performance for Central, East, and South536

Thailand, whereas both types of satellite data showed comparable performance for Thailand537

as a whole.538
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Over all regions, the mean duration of RG-observed rainfall events was ~3 d during the539

entire year and the rainy season (Fig. 13b) and ~2 d during the dry season. Both types of540

satellite data overestimated the mean duration, with the largest and smallest overestimates541

occurring for the rainy season and dry season, respectively (Figs. 13d and 13f). The mean542

duration estimates by CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 were mainly higher than the real543

situation, with TRMM-3B42v7 making credible estimates in the Central, East and South544

Thailand. Overall, for all regions and all three periods, TRMM-3B42v7 displayed better545

performance than CMORPH in representing the mean duration.546

6. Autocorrelation and 15-yr trend evaluation547

On the basis of Eq. (8), the temporal autocorrelation functions for RG, CMORPH, and548

TRMM-3B42v7 were calculated as shown in Fig. 14. It was found that the decorrelation time549

(i.e., the temporal lag at which the autocorrelation coefficient drops to 1/e, where e≈2.72) was550

approximately 1 day for all three datasets. As the temporal lag increased, the three551

autocorrelation coefficients initially decreased notably and then reduced only slightly. This552

indicates that both types of satellite data showed similar key features to the RG observations.553

The key features of the autocorrelation coefficients for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7554

indicate that both types of satellite data were stationary (Yu et al., 2007) and displayed weak555

dependence on themselves. Therefore, from the perspective of dependency on the data itself,556

both types of satellite data performed well (Chokngamwong and Chiu 2008).557

To further examine the performances of the two types of satellite data, we conducted a558

trend comparison as follows. First, the linear trends of annual accumulated precipitation at559

each of the 91 available stations (Fig. 1) during the 15-yr period were calculated for RG,560
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CMORPH, and TRMM-3B42v7. The Student’s t test (Huang 1999) shows that only 13% of561

the trends (at 91 stations) can reach the significance level of 90%. For Thailand as a whole,562

the mean linear trends for RG, CMORPH, and TRMM-3B42v7 were 5.72, 2.25, and 4.54 mm563

year−1, respectively. These values indicate that annual precipitation over Thailand increased564

during the 15-yr period. To further evaluated the precipitation variation within different565

regions, using Eqs. (1–3), the BIAS, RMSD, and MAD values were calculated for the trends566

of each type of satellite precipitation data relative to the trend of the RG observations. The567

results are presented in Table 5. BIAS shows that TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH both568

underestimate the 15-yr linear trend in the whole and Northeast Thailand, whereas, in other569

regions, if TRMM-3B42v7 shows an overestimation, CMORPH will show an underestimation,570

and vice versa. Overall, TRMM-3B42v7 is better than CMORPH (because the absolute values571

of BIAS, RMSD and MAD are smaller for the TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation data), except for572

South Thailand.573

7. Conclusion and Discussion574

Based on a detailed evaluation during a 15-yr period, this study filled in the deficiencies of575

current evaluations of TRMM-3B42v7’s performances in Thailand, conducted the first576

evaluation of CMORPH in this region, and contrasted the relative performances of these two577

datasets. We strongly suggest that, prior to analyzing specific features of the precipitation over578

Thailand by using satellite data, readers review the information presented in Tables 6 and 7.579

These two tables reveal the actual abilities of CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 to reproduce580

specific precipitation features. If a satellite data can reproduce a specific feature of581

precipitation credibly, this data can be used to as a supplement for the real precipitation582
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observation, otherwise, we suggest researchers to use RG-observed precipitation data.583

Appropriate selection of precipitation data will improve the reliability of research results.584

For Thailand as a whole, only 12 of the 35 factors listed in Table 6 could be reproduced585

credibly by the two types of satellite data (11 for CMORPH and 10 for TRMM-3B42v7).586

Both TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH displayed notable limitations in reproducing the587

intensity and spatial distribution pattern of extreme precipitation. Detailed comparisons588

indicated that TRMM-3B42v7 exhibited better performances than CMORPH for 22 of the 35589

factors (Table 6), showed similar performances to CMORPH for 7 factors, and displayed590

worse performances than CMORPH for only 6 factors. Overall, these results demonstrate that,591

for Thailand as a whole, TRMM-3B42v7 is superior to CMORPH in representing real592

precipitation. Detection sensors and precipitation retrieval algorithms differed from each other593

notably for TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH precipitation data (Table 8). This is the most594

important reason for the different performances of them. Other factors such as geographical595

features, quality of the RG observed precipitation and the596

interpolating-grid-points-into-stations evaluation manner (particularly for those associated597

with rainfall intensity such as non-precipitation days, CRR, RMSD, MAD, RE, etc.) can also598

affect the performances of satellite data (Shen et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2014; Arshad et al.599

2020; Chua et al. 2020).600

In each region of Thailand, 9, 8, 8, 7, and 7 of the 19 factors listed in Table 7 were601

reproduced credibly for North, Northeast, Central, East, and South Thailand, respectively.602

CRR of the dry season and interval/duration of rainfall events during the rainy season could603

not be credibly reproduced for any of the regions. Comparisons showed that in North and604
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Northeast Thailand, TRMM-3B42v7 was found to be superior to CMORPH as 13 of the 19605

factors were better. For East and South Thailand, TRMM-3B42v7 also exhibited superior606

performances to CMORPH, as 15 of the 19 factors were better. Central Thailand was the only607

region where CMORPH (8 factors were better) displayed a similar performance to608

TRMM-3B42v7 (9 factors were better). If only intensity is considered, CMORPH (7 factors609

were better) was superior to TRMM-3B42v7 (4 factors were better) for Central Thailand.610

As Chokngamwong and Chiu (2008) conducted a research on the similar topic over611

Thailand, we compared this study to theirs and found that there were five aspects need to be612

noted: (i) for the CDF of rain rate over entire Thailand, version 7 of TRMM-3B42v7 data613

showed a lower rainfall probability than those of versions 5-6, and its performance was better614

than that of CMORPH. (ii) For the monthly precipitation in different regions of Thailand,615

although similar variation features were found by versions 5-7 of TRMM-3B42v7 and616

CMORPH data, relative errors were the smallest for version 7 of TRMM-3B42v7 data,617

implying its performance was the best. (iii) For the duration and interval of rainfall events,618

versions 6-7 of TRMM-3B42v7 data made credible estimations of real rainfall interval in619

different regions of Thailand, particularly for the rainy season. Compared to CMORPH,620

version 7 of TRMM 3B42 data showed an overall better performance. (iv) For BIAS, RMSD,621

and MAD over different regions of Thailand, version 6 of TRMM 3B42 data mainly showed622

smaller values than those of version 5, which means its performance was better. Version 7 of623

TRMM 3B42 data showed a better performance than CMORPH in terms of BIAS, whereas,624

CMORPH was better in terms of MAD and RMSD. Version 6 of TRMM 3B42 data showed a625

better performance than version 7 in terms of BIAS over all regions except for Northeast and626
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East Thailand; in terms of RMSD, version 7 was better except for North and Central Thailand;627

and in terms of MAD, version 7 was better in all regions. (v) For the dataset autocorrelation628

over entire Thailand, versions 5-7 of TRMM 3B42 and CMORPH precipitation data all629

showed a low autocorrelation, implying that they all displayed a weak dependence on630

themselves.631

Compared to previous studies on the similar topic other than Thailand, new findings are as632

follows: (i) Shen et al. (2010) found that CMORPH was better than TRMM-3B42v6 in633

representing the spatial pattern of precipitation over China, whereas, this study found that634

TRMM-3B42v7 was better for Thailand in this aspect. (ii) Luo et al. (2013) found that635

CMORPH notably overestimated the non-precipitation days’ proportion in the Yangtze-Huai636

River Basin, whereas this study found that CMORPH made a notable underestimation in this637

aspect for Thailand. (iii) Chua et al. (2020) evaluated the performance of CMORPH in638

representing rain/no-rain events in Australia and found that CMORPH showed a good639

performance. In contrast, this study found that rain events’ proportion was notably640

overestimated by CMORPH in Thailand. (iv) Arshad et al. (2020) found that641

TRMM-3B42RTv7 was able to capture the extreme precipitation events in Pakistan, whereas,642

this study found TRMM-3B42v7 showed a lower probability of detection of extreme rainfall643

events over Thailand.644
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Table captions769

770

Table 1. Indication of variables in skill measures (probability of detection (POD), false alarm771

rate (FAR), and critical success index (CSI)) (Schaefer 1990).772

773

Table 2. Mean daily precipitation intensity (DPI; accumulated precipitation divided by the774

total number of days during the 15-yr period, mm day−1), conditional rain rate (CRR;775

averaged daily precipitation intensity for all rainfall days, mm day−1), and the precipitation776

day fraction (PDF; number of rainfall days divided by the total number of days) for the five777

regions of Thailand during the 15-yr period. NE=Northeast; RG=rain gauge; C=CMORPH;778

T=TRMM-3B42v7. The values showing better performance of the satellite data are indicated779

in bold type.780

781

Table 3. Bias (BIAS), root-mean-square difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference782

(MAD) for CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7 (values inside783

parentheses) for all regions of Thailand from 1998 to 2012 (mm day−1). For each of the 91784

stations throughout Thailand, its BIAS, MAD, and RMSD values during the 15-yr period785

were first calculated using the satellite data, and then these three parameters were spatially786

averaged for each region. RG=rain gauge. The values showing better performance of the787

satellite data are indicated in bold type.788

789

Table 4. Probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and critical success index790

(CSI) for CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7 (values inside791
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parentheses) over Thailand as a whole during different seasons of the 15-yr period.792

DJF=December, January, February; MAM=March, April, May; JJA=June, July, August;793

SON=September, October, November. The values showing better performance of the satellite794

data are indicated in bold type.795

796

Table 5. Bias (BIAS), root-mean-square difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference797

(MAD) for the linear trends of CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7798

(values inside parentheses) over the 15-yr period within different regions. Better799

performances of the satellite data are highlighted by bold.800

801

Table 6. Comparisons between TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH for Thailand as a whole,802

where “O” represents overestimate, “U” represents underestimate, “*” indicates the data with803

better performance, “S” indicates that both sets of data displayed similar performance, and “--”804

means none. “/” indicates that the data is quantitatively credible, i.e., a relative error of less805

than 20%. DPI=daily precipitation intensity, CRR=conditional rain rate, PDF=precipitation806

day fraction (the number of precipitation days divided by the total number of days),807

RMSD=root-mean-square difference, MAD=mean absolute difference, RE=relative error,808

FAR=false alarm rate, POD=probability of detection, CSI=critical success index,809

CTV=characteristics of temporal variation, CDF=cumulative distribution function,810

NPD=non-precipitation days, DTM=daily to monthly, EY=entire year, DS=dry season,811

RS=rainy season.812

813
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Table 7. Comparisons between TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH for each of five regions of814

Thailand, where “O” represents overestimate, “U” represents underestimate, “*” indicates the815

data with better performance, “S” indicates that both sets of data displayed similar816

performance, and “--” means none. “/” indicates that the data is quantitatively credible, i.e., a817

relative error of less than 20%. C=CMORPH, T=TRMM-3B42v7, NE=northeast, DPI=daily818

precipitation intensity, CRR=conditional rain rate, PDF=precipitation day fraction (the819

number of precipitation days divided by the total number of days), RMSD=root-mean-square820

difference, MAD=mean absolute difference, RE=relative error, CTV=characteristics of821

temporal variation, EY=entire year, DS=dry season, RS=rainy season.822

823

Table 8. Contrasts of the four types of satellite precipitation products.824

825

Figure captions826

827

Figure 1. Geographical distributions of the 15-yr averaged annual precipitation in Thailand.828

The shading indicates the terrain characteristics (units: m). “n” indicates the number of829

stations in different regions.830

831

Figure 2. Annual (accumulated) precipitation (CMORPH, TRMM-3B42v7, and RG; mm) for832

the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North Thailand, (d) South833

Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand. RG=rain gauge, CC=correlation834

coefficient.835
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836

Figure 3. Relative errors of the annual CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation (%) for837

the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North Thailand, (d) South838

Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand.839

840

Figure 4. 15-yr averaged monthly (accumulated) precipitation (CMORPH, TRMM-3B42v7,841

and RG; mm) for the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North842

Thailand, (d) South Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand. RG=rain gauge,843

CC=correlation coefficient.844

845

Figure 5. Relative errors of the 15-yr averaged monthly CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7846

precipitation (%) for the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c)847

North Thailand, (d) South Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand.848

849

Figure 6. (a) RG-based mean conditional rain rate (CRR; mm day−1) of precipitation events850

for various regions during different periods. (b) and (c) Ratio of the CRR for CMORPH and851

TRMM-3B42v7 to that for RG, respectively (%). RG=rain gauge, A=all regions, N=North852

Thailand, NE=Northeast Thailand, C=Central Thailand, E=East Thailand, S=South Thailand.853

854

Figure 7. Cumulative distribution functions of the daily precipitation at the 91 stations during855

the 15-yr period (498,589 samples for each dataset) derived from the RG, CMORPH, and856

TRMM-3B42v7 data, where the three solid black lines divide the precipitation into four857
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categories (i.e., light to none, moderate, heavy, and torrential rainfall) according to intensity.858

The proportions of the four precipitation categories for three types of precipitation data are859

indicated in different colors, where green represents RG, blue represents CMORPH, and red860

represents TRMM-3B42v7. RG=rain gauge.861

862

Figure 8. Boxplot of the ratio of the satellite data to RG-observed data for extreme863

precipitation (first 5% in the ranking of precipitation intensity based on total samples of 91864

stations). The boxes indicate the 25th (Q1) to 75th (Q3) percentiles and the red line indicates865

the median value. The whiskers indicate the range of [Q1−1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the minimum of866

the data (if all values in the data are bigger than the value calculated by the above expression)867

and [Q3+1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the maximum of the data (if all values in the data are smaller than868

the value calculated by the above expression). RG=rain gauge.869

870

Figure 9. Linear correlation coefficients between the running means (the days used for the871

running means are indicated in the abscissa) of the RG and satellite precipitation data872

(CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7). RG=rain gauge.873

874

Figure 10. Boxplot of the spatial correlation between the satellite data875

(CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7) and RG observations during the 15-yr period. The boxes876

indicate the 25th (Q1) to 75th (Q3) percentiles and the red line indicates the median value.877

The whiskers indicate the range of [Q1−1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the minimum of the data (if all878

values in the data are bigger than the value calculated by the above expression) and879
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[Q3+1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the maximum of the data (if all values in the data are smaller than the880

value calculated by the above expression). RG=rain gauge.881

882

Figure 11. Critical success index (CSI) for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 as a function of883

the number of days used for the running mean (abscissa).884

885

Figure 12. Probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and critical success index886

(CSI) for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 relative to the rainfall intensity (the values in the887

abscissa indicate that the POD, FAR, and CSI values were calculated using rainfall intensities888

above that value) during the 15-yr period for the whole of Thailand.889

890

Figure 13. (a) RG-based mean precipitation interval (days) and (b) duration (days) for891

precipitation events in the various regions during different periods. (c) and (d) Ratio of the892

mean interval and duration for CMORPH to those for RG, respectively (%). (e) and (f) Ratio893

of the mean interval and duration for TRMM-3B42v7 to those for RG, respectively (%). The894

red dotted horizontal line is at 100%. RG=rain gauge, A=all regions, N=North Thailand,895

NE=Northeast Thailand, C=Central Thailand, E=East Thailand, S=South Thailand.896

897

Figure 14. Temporal autocorrelation coefficients for RG, CMORPH, and TRMM-3B42v7.898

RG=rain gauge.899
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Table 1. Explanation of variables in skill measures (probability of detection (POD), false900

alarm rate (FAR), and critical success index (CSI)) (Schaefer 1990).901

Surface observation

precipitation no precipitation

Satellite

data

precipitation Va Vc

no precipitation Vb Vd
902
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Table 2. Mean daily precipitation intensity (DPI; accumulated precipitation divided by the903

total number of days during the 15-yr period, mm day−1), conditional rain rate (CRR;904

averaged daily precipitation intensity for all rainfall days, mm day−1), and the precipitation905

day fraction (PDF; number of rainfall days divided by the total number of days) for the five906

regions of Thailand during the 15-yr period. NE=Northeast; RG=rain gauge; C=CMORPH;907

T=TRMM-3B42v7. The values showing better performance of the satellite data are indicated908

in bold type.909

Whole North NE Center East South

15-yr

mean

DPI

RG 4.47 3.60 4.03 3.53 6.13 6.84

C 4.11 3.28 3.63 3.73 5.05 6.10

T 4.62 3.84 4.36 4.14 5.54 6.41

15-yr

mean

CRR

RG 12.02 10.66 12.44 10.68 14.43 14.26

C 6.97 6.20 7.34 6.53 7.60 8.06

T 8.81 7.70 9.37 8.30 9.51 10.25

15-yr

mean

PDF

RG 0.36 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.39 0.48

C 0.58 0.53 0.50 0.58 0.65 0.76

T 0.52 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.57 0.63

910
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Table 3. Bias (BIAS), root-mean-square difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference911

(MAD) for CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7 (values inside912

parentheses) for all regions of Thailand from 1998 to 2012 (mm day−1). For each of the 91913

stations throughout Thailand, its BIAS, MAD, and RMSD values during the 15-yr period914

were first calculated using the satellite data, and then these three parameters were spatially915

averaged for each region. RG=rain gauge. The values showing better performance of the916

satellite data are indicated in bold type.917

Whole North Northeast Center East South

BIAS
-0.36

(0.15)

-0.32

(0.25)

-0.40

(0.33)

0.21

(0.62)

-1.09

(-0.59)

-0.74

(-0.43)

MAD
4.24

(4.49)

3.49

(3.74)

3.78

(4.02)

3.84

(4.07)

5.44

(5.82)

6.01

(6.21)

RMSD
10.53

(10.74)

8.97

(9.11)

10.18

(10.25)

9.60

(9.93)

13.06

(13.59)

13.50

(13.69)

918
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Table 4. Probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and critical success index919

(CSI) for CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7 (values inside920

parentheses) over Thailand as a whole during different seasons of the 15-yr period.921

DJF=December, January, February; MAM=March, April, May; JJA=June, July, August;922

SON=September, October, November. The values showing better performance of the satellite923

data are indicated in bold type.924

Entire year DJF MAM JJA SON

POD 0.93 (0.88) 0.72 (0.64) 0.94 (0.91) 0.96 (0.91) 0.94 (0.89)

FAR 0.42 (0.39) 0.65 (0.62) 0.44 (0.40) 0.37 (0.33) 0.35 (0.32)

CSI 0.55 (0.57) 0.31 (0.31) 0.54 (0.56) 0.61 (0.62) 0.62 (0.63)

925
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Table 5. Bias (BIAS), root-mean-square difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference926

(MAD) for the linear trends of CMORPH (values outside parentheses) and TRMM-3B42v7927

(values inside parentheses) over the 15-yr period within different regions. Better928

performances of the satellite data are highlighted by bold.929

930
Whole North Northeast Center East South

BIAS
-3.46
(-1.17)

-6.46
(1.64)

-8.12
(-5.41)

-4.34
(2.00)

11
(-2.02)

1.28
(-4.17)

MAD
12.88
(9.68)

10.92
(8.31)

12.69
(9.44)

14.9
(10.65)

16.04
(8.01)

12.35
(11.90)

RMSD
16.58
(12.77)

14.89
(10.94)

15.3
(12.30)

18.88
(13.92)

18.56
(10.00)

16.71
(15.62)
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Table 6. Comparisons between TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH for Thailand as a whole,931

where “O” represents overestimate, “U” represents underestimate, “*” indicates the data with932

better performance, “S” indicates that both sets of data displayed similar performance, and “--”933

means none. “/” indicates that the data is quantitatively credible, i.e., a relative error of less934

than 20%. DPI=daily precipitation intensity, CRR=conditional rain rate, PDF=precipitation935

day fraction (the number of precipitation days divided by the total number of days),936

RMSD=root-mean-square difference, MAD=mean absolute difference, RE=relative error,937

FAR=false alarm rate, POD=probability of detection, CSI=critical success index,938

CTV=characteristics of temporal variation, CDF=cumulative distribution function,939

NPD=non-precipitation days, DTM=daily to monthly, EY=entire year, DS=dry season,940

RS=rainy season.941

Evaluation factors CMORPH TRMM-3B42v7

Intensity

Overall
features

DPI U/ O*/
CRR U U*
PDF O O*
BIAS -- *
MAD * --
RMSD * --

Annual
CTV S/
RE U/ O*/

Monthly
CTV S/

RE DS U/ U*/
RS U/ O*/

DS CRR U U*
RS CRR U U*/

Daily (CDF)
NPD, small, and heavy

rainfall --/ */
torrential rainfall -- *
Moderate rainfall */ --

Extreme rainfall -- *
Correlation of rain rate

of different temporal scales
--/ */

942
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Table 6 (Continued)943

Evaluation factors CMORPH TRMM-3B42v7

Spatial
distribution
pattern

Overall
features

POD * --
FAR -- *
CSI -- *

Spatial correlation S

Different
temporal
scales

Seasonal
(especially
from Mar to

Nov)

POD * --

FAR -- *

CSI -- *

DTM CSI S
Different precipitation intensity

(POD, FAR, and CSI)
-- *

Interval
EY U*/ U
RS U U*
DS S (U)

Duration
EY O O*
RS O O*
DS S (O)

Auto-
Correlation
and 15-yr
trend

Temporal autocorrelation S/

15-yr precipitation linear trend -- *

944
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Table 7. Comparisons between TRMM-3B42v7 and CMORPH for each of five regions of945

Thailand, where “O” represents overestimate, “U” represents underestimate, “*” indicates the946

data with better performance, “S” indicates that both sets of data displayed similar947

performance, and “--” means none. “/” indicates that the data is quantitatively credible, i.e., a948

relative error of less than 20%. C=CMORPH, T=TRMM-3B42v7, NE=northeast, DPI=daily949

precipitation intensity, CRR=conditional rain rate, PDF=precipitation day fraction (the950

number of precipitation days divided by the total number of days), RMSD=root-mean-square951

difference, MAD=mean absolute difference, RE=relative error, CTV=characteristics of952

temporal variation, EY=entire year, DS=dry season, RS=rainy season.953

Regions

Evaluation methods North NE Central East South

C T C T C T C T C T

I

n

t

e

n

s

i

t

y

Overall

features

DPI U/ O*/ U/ O*/ O*/ O/ U/ U*/ U/ U*/
CRR U U*/ U U* U U* U U* U U*
PDF O O* O O* O O* O O* O O*
BIAS -- * -- * * -- -- * -- *
MAD * -- * -- * -- * -- * --
RMSD * -- * -- * -- * -- * --

Annual CTV S/ S/ S/ -- */ S/
RE U/ O*/ U/ O*/ O*/ O/ U/ U*/ U U*/

Monthly

CTV S/ S/ S/ S/ S/
R

E

DS U/ U*/ U/ U*/ U*/ U U*/ U/ U/ U*/

RS U/ O*/ U/ O*/ O*/ O/ U/ U*/ U/ U*/

DS CRR U U* U U* U U* U U* U U*
RS CRR U U*/ U U*/ U U*/ U U* U U*

Interval

EY U*/ U/ U*/ U U* U U U* U U*
RS U U* U U* U U* U U* U U*
DS U* U U* U U U* U U* U U*

Duration

EY O O* O O* O O* O O* O O*
RS O O* O O* O O* O O* O O*
DS O O* O O* O O*/ O O*/ O O*/

954

Table 8. Contrasts of the four types of satellite precipitation products.955
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956

957

958

959

960

961

962

963

964

965

966

967

968

TRMM
3B42

version 5

TRMM
3B42

version 6

TRMM
3B42

version 7

CMORPH

Sensors

Precipitation Radar (PR)

TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI)

Visible and Infrared (IR) Scanner

IR brightness temperature detector

Passive microwave detector

Algorithms

3B42 algorithm:

(1) The microwave precipitation estimates are

calibrated and combined.

(2) IR precipitation estimates are created

using the calibrated microwave precipitation.

(3) The microwave and IR estimates are

combined.

(4) Rescaling to monthly data is applied.

Morphing technology:

(1) Calculate the motion vector of the

precipitation cloud system according to the

IR brightness temperature data observed by

geostationary satellite.

(2) Extrapolate the instantaneous

precipitation distribution obtained from

passive microwave inversion of low-orbit

satellites to the target time along the motion

vector to obtain the spatial continuous

precipitation distribution.

Algorithm

differences

An IR

estimated rain

rate from

calibrate IR

estimates

from

geosynchrono

us satellite IR

data

calibrated to

TRMM

Combined

Instrument

(TCI).

(1) High‐quality TRMM

data are combined with

high‐quality

passive‐microwave‐based

rain estimates from orbiting

satellites, which are

calibrated by TRMM

PR/TMI.

(2) Merged with gauge

measurements.

A blending technique, rather than a

precipitation algorithmic estimation

procedure.

none

Incorporates

more satellite

observations

and uses a

more recent

gauge analysis

from the

Global

Precipitation

Climatology

Centre.
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969

970

971

Figure 1. Geographical distributions of the 15-yr averaged annual precipitation in Thailand.972

The shading indicates the terrain characteristics (units: m). “n” indicates the number of973

stations in different regions.974
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975

Figure 2. Annual (accumulated) precipitation (CMORPH, TRMM-3B42v7, and RG; mm) for976

the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North Thailand, (d) South977

Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand. RG=rain gauge, CC=correlation978

coefficient.979
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980

Figure 3. Relative errors of the annual CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 precipitation (%) for981

the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North Thailand, (d) South982

Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand.983
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984

Figure 4. 15-yr averaged monthly (accumulated) precipitation (CMORPH, TRMM-3B42v7,985

and RG; mm) for the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c) North986

Thailand, (d) South Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand. RG=rain gauge,987

CC=correlation coefficient.988
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989

Figure 5. Relative errors of the 15-yr averaged monthly CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7990

precipitation (%) for the various regions: (a) whole of Thailand, (b) Central Thailand, (c)991

North Thailand, (d) South Thailand, (e) Northeast Thailand, and (f) East Thailand.992
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993

Figure 6. (a) RG-based mean conditional rain rate (CRR; mm day−1) of precipitation events994

for various regions during different periods (include entire year, rainy season and dry season).995

(b) and (c) Ratio of the CRR for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 to that for RG, respectively996

(%). RG=rain gauge, A=all regions, N=North Thailand, NE=Northeast Thailand, C=Central997

Thailand, E=East Thailand, S=South Thailand.998
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999

Figure 7. Cumulative distribution functions of the daily precipitation at the 91 stations during1000

the 15-yr period (498,589 samples for each dataset) derived from the RG, CMORPH, and1001

TRMM-3B42v7 data, where the three solid black lines divide the precipitation into four1002

categories (i.e., light to none, moderate, heavy, and torrential rainfall) according to intensity.1003

The proportions of the four precipitation categories for three types of precipitation data are1004

indicated in different colors, where green represents RG, blue represents CMORPH, and red1005

represents TRMM-3B42v7. RG=rain gauge.1006
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Figure 8. Boxplot of the ratio of the satellite data to RG-observed data for extreme1008

precipitation (first 5% in the ranking of precipitation intensity based on total samples of 911009

stations). The boxes indicate the 25th (Q1) to 75th (Q3) percentiles and the red line indicates1010

the median value. The whiskers indicate the range of [Q1−1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the minimum of1011

the data (if all values in the data are bigger than the value calculated by the above expression)1012

and [Q3+1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the maximum of the data (if all values in the data are smaller than1013

the value calculated by the above expression). RG=rain gauge.1014
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1015

Figure 9. Linear correlation coefficients between the running means (the window size used for1016

the running means are indicated in the abscissa) of the RG and satellite precipitation data1017

(CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7). RG=rain gauge.1018
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1019

Figure 10. Boxplot of the spatial correlation between the satellite data1020

(CMORPH/TRMM-3B42v7) and RG observations during the 15-yr period. The boxes1021

indicate the 25th (Q1) to 75th (Q3) percentiles and the red line indicates the median value.1022

The whiskers indicate the range of [Q1−1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the minimum of the data (if all1023

values in the data are bigger than the value calculated by the above expression) and1024

[Q3+1.5×(Q3−Q1)] or the maximum of the data (if all values in the data are smaller than the1025

value calculated by the above expression). RG=rain gauge.1026
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1027

Figure 11. Critical success index (CSI) for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 as a function of1028

the number of days used for the running mean (abscissa).1029
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1030

Figure 12. Probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and critical success index1031

(CSI) for CMORPH and TRMM-3B42v7 relative to the rainfall intensity (the values in the1032

abscissa indicate that the POD, FAR, and CSI values were calculated using rainfall intensities1033

above that value) during the 15-yr period for the whole of Thailand.1034
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1035

1036

Figure 13. (a) RG-based mean precipitation interval (days) and (b) duration (days) for1037

precipitation events in the various regions during different periods. (c) and (d) Ratio of the1038

mean interval and duration for CMORPH to those for RG, respectively (%). (e) and (f) Ratio1039

of the mean interval and duration for TRMM-3B42v7 to those for RG, respectively (%). The1040
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red dotted horizontal line is at 100%. RG=rain gauge, A=all regions, N=North Thailand,1041

NE=Northeast Thailand, C=Central Thailand, E=East Thailand, S=South Thailand.1042
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1043

Figure 14. Temporal autocorrelation coefficients for RG, CMORPH, and TRMM-3B42v7.1044

RG=rain gauge.1045

1046


